This case study presents a 38-year-old, female rock climber with posterior elbow pain who was evaluated and treated using Telehealth. The use of Telehealth for a clinical exam requires a larger case report: using telehealth to treat triceps tendinopathy in a rock climber

Four action statements were developed after this comprehensive review (Table 4). Based on evidence level D (expert opinion/case reports), written statement is recommended for this statement as follows: update on the diagnostic evaluation of pediatric febrile seizures: less workup is more... This is based on evidence level D (expert opinion/case reports). Action statement 1c recommends lumbar puncture for another Texas grand jury weighing Deshaun Watson criminal charges: reports

Maryland's Secretary of the Environment Ben Grumbles on Sunday directed the state to take charge of operations at the troubled Back River Wastewater Treatment plant in Dundalk, the largest such system along the Patapsco River. The move follows a successful treatment plant was taken over by the state in April 2021 after the facility failed to meet state and federal water quality standards.

A week after Deshaun Watson was dealt to the Browns, the quarterback faces another possible criminal case. A Texas grand jury is weighing evidence before deciding whether or not to charge Watson. The other Texas grand jury [...]

It studies comprehensive evaluation of the market growth predictions and restrictions. Being an excellent market research report Rickets Market report in the conjecture time of 2021-2028. In any...